POLICIES FOR THE MINNESOTA GOVERNMENT DATA PRACTICES ACT
for the CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA

Effective August 1, 2018
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Introduction
The Minnesota Government Data Practices Act (“MGDPA” or the “Act”), Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 13 (2016), regulates all data collected, received, maintained, disseminated, or stored by a
state agency, political subdivision or state-wide system. The City of Bloomington is subject to all
provisions of the Act.
Minnesota Statutes § § 136.161-138.225 governs the retention, storage, and disposition of
government data. The City of Bloomington is subject to these provisions.
The City of Bloomington has established a Records Retention Schedule which complies with these
and other relevant data management controls.
The City of Bloomington has established a Fee Schedule related to the retrieval and collection of
data in response to requests made pursuant to the Act. See Appendix E.
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 13.025, subd.1, the City of Bloomington has prepared a Data
Inventory with a description of each category of record, file, or process related to private or
confidential data on individuals maintained by the City. This inventory is located herein at
Appendix A.
Further, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 13.025, subds. 2 and 3, the City of Bloomington has
established the Public Data Access Policy and the Data Subject Rights and Access Policy as set
forth herein (the “Policies”).
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I. Classification of Data
A. Permanent Classifications.
Unless otherwise designated by the Act, other applicable statute, or temporary
classification, all data that is collected, created, received, maintained, or disseminated
by the City is presumed to be public. This includes all data, regardless of format. This
includes, but is not limited to paper, email, flash/thumb drives, external hard drives,
CDs, DVDs, microfiche, and photographs.
Pursuant to the Act, all government data is divided into three general classifications:
(1) data on individuals; (2) data not on individuals; and (3) data on decedents. Each
classification has three subcategories that determine who may access data. Data on
individuals and data on decedents is either public, private, or confidential; data not on
individuals is either public, nonpublic, or protected nonpublic.
In all three classifications, public data is accessible by anyone.
Private data on individuals and private data on decedents is accessible by a data subject
and government employees and officials with a business need to know; similarly,
nonpublic data not on individuals is accessible by a data subject and government
employees and officials with a business need to know.
Confidential data on individuals and confidential data on decedents is accessible by
only government employees and officials with a business need to know; similarly,
protected nonpublic data is accessible by only government employees and officials with
a business need to know.
The League of Minnesota Cities developed the following chart for clarity:

Data on
Individuals
Public

Data Not On
Individuals
Public

Private

Nonpublic

Confidential

Protected
Nonpublic

Data On
Decedents
Public
Not Public
Private

Confidential
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Who Has Access
Anyone
Data Subjects and
government employees and
officials with a business
need to know
Only government
employees and officials
with a business need to
know

B. Temporary Classifications.
When a city has a compelling reason to want to protect certain data or certain types of
data that would otherwise be presumed to be public, a city may request that the
Commissioner of Administration create a temporary classification of that data or type
of data. The city must apply to the Department of Administration using the
Department’s approved form; the application by the city is public data.
C. Changing Data Classifications.
The same data may fall into more than one category, depending on the timing or use of
the data. For example, certain criminal investigative data is confidential or protected
nonpublic until the investigation becomes inactive as defined by the Act; once the
investigation is inactive, that same data becomes public.
The Legislature alone has the authority to amend the Act to change the classification
of data.
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II. Definitions
When used in this document, the following terms have these meanings:
Responsible Authority is James D. Verbrugge, City Manager for the City of Bloomington. The
duties of the Responsible Authority include controlling the collection, use, and dissemination of
government data. The Responsible Authority is charged with classifying, maintaining, and
securing City government data; responding to data requests; resolving disputes related to data; and
all other duties set forth in the Act. The Responsible Authority must be appointed by resolution at
the first meeting of each calendar year. A new resolution must be adopted if this appointment
changes.
The Responsible Authority may designate one or more Designees (as defined below), and must
instruct all Designees in the requirements of the Act and applicable Rules. The Responsible
Authority must appoint a Data Practices Compliance Official (as defined below).
The Responsible Authority for the City of Bloomington may be contacted at:
City of Bloomington
1800 West Old Shakopee Road
Bloomington, MN 55431
952-563-8780
jverbrugge@bloomingtonmn.gov
The Responsible Authority Designee is Janet Lewis, City Clerk, jlewis@bloomingtonmn.gov.
Designee means any person designated by the Responsible Authority to be in charge of individual
files or systems containing government data, and to receive and comply with data requests. A
Designee must be a City employee, and must be appointed by written order. Designees are
appointed for the City as set forth in Appendix B, as may be amended from time to time.
Data Practices Compliance Official means the person who is responsible for responding to
questions or concerns regarding the Act. The Data Practices Compliance Official is Marla
Oakland, Deputy City Clerk/Records Manager, and may be contacted at:
City of Bloomington
1800 West Old Shakopee Road
Bloomington, MN 55431
Phone: 952-563-4728
Email: moakland@bloomingtonmn.gov
City means the City of Bloomington, a Minnesota municipal corporation.
Government Data means all data created, collected, received, maintained or disseminated by any
state agency, political subdivision or statewide system regardless of the data’s physical form,
storage media or conditions of use. Government data includes all papers, cards, correspondence,
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discs, maps, memoranda, microfilm, photographs, recordings, reports, tapes, writings, computer
medium and other data, information or documentary material. Data collected must be accurate,
complete, and current for the purposes for which it was collected.
Data Subject means a person who can be identified from certain Government Data.
Data on individuals means all data in which any individual is or can be identified as the subject
of the data unless the appearance of the name or other identifying date can be clearly demonstrated
to be only incidental to the data and the data are not accessed by the name or other identifying data
of any individual.
Public data on individuals is data on individuals, living or dead, which is accessible to the public.
Unless classified otherwise by state or federal law or temporary classification, all data on
individuals is accessible to the public regardless of its interest in the data.
Private data on individuals is data which is not accessible to the public, but is accessible to the
data subject. Data on individuals is private if so classified by state or federal law or temporary
classification. In addition to the data subject, private data is also accessible to the data subject’s
representative, individuals, entities or persons given express written permission by the data subject,
a minor’s parent or guardian, personnel within the governmental entity whose work assignments
reasonably require access, individuals, entities or persons authorized by state or federal law, and
pursuant to a court order.
Private data on decedents means data which, prior to the death of a data subject, were classified
by state or federal law or temporary classification as private data. Private data on decedents is
accessible to the representative of the decedent, the trustee appointed in a wrongful death action,
individuals, entities or persons given express written permission by the data subject or the
representative of the decedent, persons, individuals or entities authorized by state or federal law,
personnel within the entity whose work assignments reasonably require access, and pursuant to a
court order. Private data on decedents is public ten years after the actual or presumed death of the
data subject and thirty years after the creation of the data.
Confidential data on individuals means data which by state or federal law or temporary
classification is not accessible to the public or to the subject of the data. Confidential data on
individuals is accessible to individuals authorized by state or federal law, personnel within the
entity whose work assignments reasonably require access, and pursuant to a court order.
Confidential data on decedents means data which, prior to the death of a data subject, were
classified by state or federal law or temporary classification as confidential data. Confidential data
on decedents is accessible to individuals authorized by state or federal law, personnel within the
entity whose work assignments reasonably require access, and pursuant to a court order.
Confidential data on decedents is public ten years after the actual or presumed death of the data
subject and thirty years after the creation of the data.
Public data not on individuals is data accessible to the public unless otherwise classified by state
or federal law or temporary classification.
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Nonpublic data not on individuals means data which is not public but is accessible to the subject
of the data, if any. As used here, the “subject of the data” means an individual, partnership,
corporation, or other legal entity. Data not on individuals is nonpublic if so classified by state or
federal law or temporary classification. Nonpublic data is accessible to the subject of the data, if
any, and to individuals, entities or persons authorized by state or federal law, personnel within the
entity whose work assignments reasonably require access, and pursuant to a court order. However,
nonpublic data not on individuals may be discussed at a meeting open to the public to the extent
allowed by the Open Meeting Law (see Minnesota Statutes § 13D.05). Except for security
information, nonpublic data shall become public ten years after the data was created, collected or
received by the governmental agency. Access may be denied if release of the data will result in
harm to the public or data subject, when such harm outweighs the benefit to the public.
Protected nonpublic data not on individuals means data which is not public and not accessible
to the subject of the data. Data not on individuals is protected nonpublic if so classified by state or
federal law or temporary classification. Protected nonpublic data is accessible to individuals,
entities or persons authorized by state or federal law, personnel within the entity whose work
assignments reasonably require access, and pursuant to a court order. Except for security
information, protected nonpublic data shall become public ten years after the data was created,
collected or received by the governmental agency. Access may be denied if release of the data
will result in harm to the public or data subject, when such harm outweighs the benefit to the
public.
Summary data means statistical records and reports derived from data on individuals but in which
the individuals are not in any way identifiable. Summary data is public data unless otherwise
classified by state or federal law or temporary classification.
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III. Public Data Access Policy
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 13.025, the City of Bloomington has established this Public Data
Access Policy.
A. Right to Access Public Data.
All Government Data (see definition above), regardless of its format, is presumed to be
public, unless the Act or other applicable law says otherwise. The Act also requires the
City to maintain and store Government Data in a way that makes it easily accessible by
members of the public.
Members of the public have the right to look at (inspect), without charge, all public
data that the City keeps, and to be informed of its meaning if there are technical terms
not commonly understood. The City is not obligated to create new data in response to
a data request.
Members of the public also have the right to obtain copies of public data. The City is
allowed to charge members of the public for copies (see Appendix E), but members of
the public may inspect the data before deciding to request copies.
B. How to Make a Data Request.
A member of the public may make a request for Government Data in person or in
writing. For written requests, the City requests that members of the public to submit
the General Data Access Request form for data requests (see Appendix C or access the
form here). If a member of public chooses not to use the data request form, the request
must include: (1) a clear statement that a data request is being made pursuant to the
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act; (2) whether the requestor wishes to inspect
the data, or have copies, or both; and (3) a clear description of the data that is being
requested.
The City cannot require a member of the public to show identification or explain the
reason for the data request. However, City staff may ask for identification information
to (1) verify whether a requestor is the subject of the requested data or (2) obtain
sufficient information for mailing the requested data (via U.S. Mail or electronic
transmission). If a requestor does not want to give identifying information, the
requestor may request contact information from City staff with whom the requestor
may communicate regarding the status of the data request.
C. How the City Responds to a Data Request.
Upon receipt of a request, the Data Practices Compliance Official or Designee will
acknowledge such receipt, and attempt to clarify anything that is unclear about the
request.
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1. Process when Requestor is the Subject of the Data.
If the City has the data and it is public or private data about the requestor, the
City will respond to the request within 10 business days by either:
a. Arranging for a time, date, and place for the requestor to inspect the data,
for free, if the requestor has asked to inspect the data; or
b. Providing the copies of the data as requested. The requestor may choose to
pick up the copies, or the copies will be mailed or faxed to the requestor.
The City will provide electronic copies (e.g., email) upon request, if the data
is maintained in electronic format.
If the City has the data, but the data is confidential or private data that is not
about the requestor, the Data Practices Compliance Official or Designee will
notify the requestor within 10 business days, and will notify the requestor of the
specific laws that prevent the requestor from accessing the data.
2. Process when Requestor is not the Subject of the Data.
If the City has the data, and the data is public, the Data Practices Compliance
Official or Designee will respond to the requestor as soon and reasonably
possible. Requests for public data where the requestor is not the subject of the
data will be handled on a first-come, first-served basis, depending on the scope
and volume of the request and as staff time and resources will allow. When the
public data is compiled and available, the Data Practices Compliance Official
or Designee will notify the requestor of its availability by either:
a. Arranging for a time, date, and place for the requestor to inspect the data,
for free, if the requestor has asked to inspect the data; or
b. Providing the copies of the data as requested. The requestor may choose to
pick up the copies, or the copies will be mailed or faxed to the requestor.
The City will provide electronic copies (e.g., email) upon request, if the data
is maintained in electronic format.
If the City has the data, but the data is not public, the Data Practices Compliance
Official or Designee will notify the requestor as soon as reasonably possible
that the data is not public, and will notify the requestor of the specific laws that
prevent the requestor from accessing the data.
Information about copy costs are set forth in Appendix E. The cost for electronic
data is the actual cost of the City to retrieve and compile the data.
If the requestor of the data does not understand the meaning of the data (e.g., technical
terminology, abbreviations, acronyms, jargon, etc.), the requestor may ask for an
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explanation of the meaning of the data. The City is not required to respond to questions
that are not specific requests for data.
The City will not, and is not obligated to, create data or collect new data in response to
a request. The City will not, and is not obligated to, provide the requested data in any
specific form or arrangement if the data is not already maintained in that form or
arrangement.
D. Requests for Summary Data.
Summary Data (see definition above) is available, but the City is not obligated to create
new data in response to a request for summary data. Summary data is created by City
staff removing any information from private or confidential data that might identify
any individual(s). Summary data is not a means to gain access to private or confidential
data.
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IV. Data Subjects Rights and Access Policy
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 13.025, the City of Bloomington has established this Data
Subjects Rights and Access Policy. This policy applies only to those people or entities who are
the subject of data that is collected, maintained, and/or disseminated by the City.
A. Data Subjects
In the normal course of business, the City collects, maintains, and disseminates
Government Data (see definition above) from members of the public, public and private
entities, its employees, and others who interact with the City. The Act governs the
rights that data subjects have related to the data that the City collects, maintains, and
disseminates. The City has established procedures to assure that all data on individuals
is accurate, complete, and current for the purposes for which it was collected. The City
has further established procedures for ensuring that data that are not public are only
accessible to persons whose work assignments reasonably requires access to the data,
and is only being accessed by those persons for purposes for which the data was
collected and pursuant to these Policies.
B. Classification of Data About Data Subjects
All Government Data is presumed to be public, unless another state or federal law
classifies the data as not public.
1. Public data. The City is obligated to give public data to anyone who asks for
it, regardless of the requestor’s purpose or proposed use of the data. Example,
the name and address information of a person who addresses the City Council
at a public hearing is public data.
2. Private data. The City is not allowed to give to the general public any private
data about a data subject; only the subject of the data has access to this data.
The City is allowed to share this data with the subject of the data, a
representative that the data subject has designated, or with a City employee or
agent whose work for the City requires access to the data. Example, a data
subject’s Social Security Number.
3. Confidential data. The City is not allowed to give confidential data to anyone,
not even the data subject. The City may share this data only with a City
employee or agent whose work for the City requires access to the data.
Example, data about a data subject who is part of an active police investigation.
See above section I. above for more information about the classifications of data.
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C. Data Subjects’ Rights Under the Act
1. Access
Data subjects have the right to inspect public and private Government Data
about themselves. This inspection must be available at no cost to the data
subject. Data subjects may also have copies of the public and private data about
themselves, and the City is allowed to charge for these copies. A data subject
may inspect the data before deciding whether or not request copies of all or part
of the data.
Upon request, the City is required to inform a data subject about the
classification of data that the City maintains on that data subject.
Parents have the right to inspect or get copies of the public and private data that
the City collects, maintains, or disseminates about the parent’s minor child(ren).
Legal guardians have this same right related to the minors for whom they are
appointed as guardian.
Minors (children under 18) have the right to request that the City not give out
their public or private data, and the City is required to inform a minor of this
right. The City requires the minor to put the request in writing on the Denial of
Parental Access to Data Request form attached as Appendix D (or access the
form here). The City does have the authority to deny such a request based on
the minor’s best interests. Minors do not have the right to make this request if
the data at issue is educational data maintained by an educational agency or
institution.
2. When the City Collects Data
When the City requests that a data subject provide data that is not public data,
the City must give the data a notice, usually referred to as a Tennessen Warning.
This notice gives a data subject information about why the City is collecting
certain data, what the intended use of that data will be, and limits what the City
can do with the data. The City cannot use or release the data for a purpose other
than the purpose for which it was collected. The City must obtain written
permission (“informed consent”) from a data subject before the City can use or
release the data for any other purpose.
3. Data Security
The City is required to protect all Government Data. The City has established
appropriate measures to ensure that all Government Data is safe. If the City
determines that a security breach has occurred and an unauthorized person has
accessed data, the City is required to notify affected data subjects of the breach.
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4. Challenging Accuracy and/or Completeness of Data
A data subject has the right to challenge the accuracy and/or completeness of
the public and private data that the City maintains about that data subject. The
data subject has the right to appeal any decision made on a challenge. A parent
or guardian has the same rights related to the public or private data about the
minor(s) for whom they are legally responsible.
D. How to Make a Request for Data
See Section III.B. herein.
E. How the City Responds to a Data Request
See Section III.C. herein.
F. Contact information
1. Responsible Authority
James D. Verbrugge
Bloomington City Manager
1800 West Old Shakopee Road
Bloomington, MN 55431
Phone: 952-563-8780
Email: jverbrugge@bloomingtonmn.gov
2. Designees
See Appendix B.
3. Data Practices Compliance Official
Marla Oakland
Deputy City Clerk/Records Manager
1800 West Old Shakopee Road
Bloomington, MN 55431
Phone: 952-563-4728
Email: moakland@bloomingtonmn.gov
G. Copy Costs
See Appendix E.
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H. Data Request Form
See Appendix C.
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V. Policy for Ensuring the Security of Not Public Data
A. Legal Requirement.
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 13.05, subd. 5, the City of Bloomington has established
this Policy for Ensuring the Security of Not Public Data. By incorporating employee
access to not public data in the City’s Data Inventory (required by Minnesota Statutes §
13.025, subd. 1), in the individual employee’s position description, or both, the City’s
policy limits access to not public data to employees whose work assignment reasonably
requires access.
Please direct all questions regarding this Policy, to the City’s Data Practices Compliance
Official identified herein.
B. Procedures for implementing this policy.
1.

Data inventory
Under the requirements of Minnesota Statutes § 13.025, subd. 1, the City has
prepared a Data Inventory which identifies and describes all not public data on
individuals maintained by the City. To comply with the requirement in Minnesota
Statutes § 13.05, subd. 2, the City has also modified its Data Inventory to represent
the employees with have access to not public data.
In the event of a temporary duty as assigned by a manager or supervisor, an
employee may access certain not public data, for as long as the work is assigned to
the employee.
In addition to the employees listed in the City’s Data Inventory, the Responsible
Authority, Data Practices Compliance Official, the City’s Executive Leadership
Team (“ELT”), and the City Attorney and Legal Department staff may have access
to all not public data maintained by the City if necessary for specified duties. Any
access to not public data will be strictly limited to the data necessary to complete
the work assignment.

2.

Employee Position Descriptions
Position descriptions may contain provisions identifying any not public data
accessible to the employee when a work assignment reasonably requires access.

3.

Data Sharing with Authorized Entities or Individuals
State or federal law may authorize the sharing of not public data in specific
circumstances. Not public data may be shared with another entity if a federal or
state law allows or mandates it. Individuals will have notice of any sharing in
applicable Tennessen warnings or the City will obtain the individual’s informed
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consent. Any sharing of not public data will be strictly limited to the data necessary
or required to comply with the applicable law.
4.

Ensuring that Not Public Data are not Accessed Without a Work Assignment
Within the City, divisions or departments may assign tasks by employee or by job
classification. If a division or department maintains not public data that all
employees within its division or department do not have work assignment allowing
access to the data, the division or department will ensure that the not public data
are secure. This policy also applies to divisions or departments that share
workspaces with other divisions or department within the City where not public
data are maintained.
Recommended actions for ensuring appropriate access include:
•
•
•
•

5.

Assigning appropriate security roles, limiting access to appropriate shared
network drives, and implementing password protections for not public
electronic data
Password protecting employee computers and locking computers before
leaving workstations
Securing not public data within locked work spaces and in locked file
cabinets
Shredding not public data before disposing of them

Penalties for Unlawfully Accessing Not Public Data
The City will utilize the penalties for unlawful access to not public data as provided
for in Minnesota Statutes § 13.09, if necessary. Penalties include suspension,
dismissal, or referring the matter to the appropriate prosecutorial authority who may
pursue a criminal misdemeanor charge.
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VI. Contractor Compliance
Generally, parties that contract with the City to perform services and other City functions are
required to comply with all requirements of the Act if the outside entity has business access to
Government Data, or otherwise collect, maintain or disseminate Government Data. The contractor
may not release or disseminate any Government Data without written approval from the City.
Upon termination of a contract, a contractor may be required to return all Government Data to the
City as requested.
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Appendix A
Data Inventory
File is too large to include within this document. Available upon request by contacting the City
Clerk’s Office at 952-563-4989. See Appendix B, Administration Designees.
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Appendix B
Responsible Authority Designees
DATE:

October 3, 2018

TO:

City Clerk Janet Lewis

FROM:

City Manager Jamie Verbrugge

CC:

City Attorney Melissa Manderschied
Assistant City Manager Kris Wilson
Records Manager/Deputy City Clerk Marla Oakland

RE:

Updated List of Responsible Authority Designees

Pursuant to Resolution No. 2017-05, I am the Responsible Authority for the City
of Bloomington for the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act. Pursuant to
Minnesota Statutes §13.03, I have the authority to designate one or more
designees.
I hereby designate the following incumbents for their respective departments or
offices. These designees may further assign designees within their respective
divisions or offices.

James D. Verbrugge, City Manager

10/03/2018
Date

The City of Bloomington Designees under the Responsible Authority
Area Code - 952; Prefix - 563
Departments - Employees
Extension
Administration
Janet Lewis
4989
Marla Oakland
4728
City Clerk
Jamie Bewley
4725
Kim Engberg
8729
City Council
Denise Christenson
8786
City Manager
Deb Smith
8785
Becky Barham
4906
Human Resources
Mari Kittridge (back up)
4896
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Community Development
Carolyn Lane
TBD (back up)
Kent Smith
Assessing
Stacy Ziminske
Dan Blonigen
Barb Wolff
B&I
Anne Jacobson (back up)
Vivienne Carlson (back up)
Karen Olson
Environmental Health
Hillary Neary (back up)
Myra Wicklacz
HRA
Bryan Hartman (back up)
Mike Hiller
Planning
Liz O'Day
Londell Pease
Port Authority
Becky Schindler
Community Services
Diann Kirby
Administration
Sharon Williams (back up)
Janine Hill
Communications
Erik Juhl (back up)
Tracy Smith
Community Outreach
and Engagement
TBD (back up)
Linda Riski-Lundeen
Public Health
April Sommerville (back up)
Finance
Julie Vogel
Rose Ackerman
Marie Ozanne
Joan Feely (back up)
Fire Chief
Ulie Seal
Jay Forster (back up)
Laura McCarthy (back up)
Information Technology
Amy Cheney
IT
Hal Busch (back up)
Administration
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8948
8707
4743
4649
4706
4708
4705
4707
4736
4979
8943
4507
8919
8926
8927
8717
8752
8819
8712
4955
8903
8996
4930
4538
8795
4701
4811
4812
8965
4877
4554

Legal
Melissa Manderschied - TBD
Kris Graves (back up)
Parks and Recreation
TBD
Parks & Rec
Alison Warren (back up)
Police
Laurene Draper
Christine O'Donnell
Public Works
Kim Larson
Administration
Diana Withers
James Colclasure
Julie Long
Engineering
Sue Sellnow Hults
Brian Hansen (back up)
Dave Hanson
Maintenance
Deb Williams (back up)
Scott M Anderson
Utilities
Greg Randahl
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4895
4893
8884
8864
8612
4653
4652
8514
4865
4628
4543
8765
4535
4867
8774

Appendix C
General Data Access Request Form
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Appendix D
Denial of Parental Access to Data Request
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Appendix E
Excerpt of City Fee Schedule for Copy Costs
See City website at https://www.bloomingtonmn.gov/
General (all dept.) copies

Copier Machines - black & white

$.25 per page
See tax rule

100 or fewer pages, black/white,
legal/letter sized paper copies
Microfilm/Fiche copies

$.25 per page

See tax rule

$.25 per page

Police Reports

See tax rule

Actual costs (lowest paid employee + benefits)
*101 or more pages
*all other copy sizes
*Staff time to search and retrieve data
*Mailing costs
*Electronic data
*Date subjects
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